Hello to you all.

Once again we are only in the habit of sending out "newsworthy" items, please read on.

We have been approached by a prominent mineral dealer in Namibia to assist in moving some of his excess stock. The first shipment has arrived and gosh what a surprise. The variety and quality of many of the specimens are really outstanding, we are as an example proudly thinking that we have probably the widest array of shattuckite in the country that is available at the moment.

We will continue to load new material as we get it cleaned and ready so do keep a eye on our site.

Further to the above we are now suddenly in the "box business" these are the little white mineral boxes one sees at the shows everywhere, please do have a look at the range we have to offer and the prices. Please note that these are at present only available to our South African & Namibian clients, this while we try and establish the tariff codes in order to be able to export them.

Finally for those of you that have shopping carts still open, please could we ask that you let us know if your still interested in these as we would like to try and get the shipping cleared in the coming week ahead of the holiday season.

Gosh, last thing.

May everyone have a happy holiday season, heres hoping you all enjoy the time with family, friends and the occasional rock..

Kind regards

Graham & Nicky at Cape Minerals

(PS we are not closing dont panic..)